Kemoy Walker’s Newsletter
My Name is Kemoy Walker, Youth Worker and
Ambassador for Manchester and Moss Side.
I do a lot of work in Manchester, helping young
people, creating a voice and helping them with
their aspirations especially around Performing
Arts.
I met Her Majesty the Queen in 2012, then
received a letter from the prime minister in 2017
for the work and effort in Moss Side and helping
to change the image and stereotypes.

“Thank you for

Welcome to my April 2021 Newsletter!
The purpose of my newsletter is to keep
you all updated on the events and
opportunities I am involved in across
the Region.
There are so much events and great
opportunities that happens every
month and I want to share this with all
of you.
If you ever need me to post or add
anything in future newsletters, let me
know.

Thank you for your support.

reading my monthly
newsletter.”

Happy April 2021
April 2021
Throughout April 2021 – whilst restrictions are now easing, we are
continuing our work on social media mostly, See our time table
below.

we are also working with vulnerable young people completing studio work in the week,
creating music and content to help our most vulnerable and young people struggling with
their mental health.

Sharing good news.
April 2021
After reaching out to an amazing contact
last week I received a massive donation of
Merch from a local brand, giving back is
important and making a difference - I am so
happy my school and young people in the
community received this very generous
donation of Merch, lots of lots of amazing
items including Jumpers, T-Shirts, Tracksuits
and more!! We are so lucky. a huge thanks
to Levi, Nathan and Shareesa Valentine
for the donation. on behalf of myself, we
appreciate it so much!

Sharing good news.
2nd April 2021
Always supporting the local community,
giving back, mitigating disadvantage and
supporting those without, always happy to
ensure people have food.
We are a team and a great community- I
LOVE MOSS SIDE.

Since Jan 2021, we have been running Instagram live sessions every Monday to keep youth
work activities still going virtually, it has made such a huge difference - last week we brought
it to an end as we are now easing out of lockdown - we are so proud of what has been
achieved, we have met amazing young people.
We continue to inspire.

Kemoy B - on Spotify, Amazon, Apple Music - Intro and All stars feat WK Jeezy and Yael support the movement.
Likkle Jamaican thing on there too.

Opportunities below:

Thank you for reading my latest newsletter.
Kemoy Walker J

